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A POSSIBlE ANOMALY IN MESON PRODUCTION IN 
p + d COLLISIONS* 

UCRL-9.312 

Alexander Aba.shian1 Norman E. Booth, arxi Kenneth M. Crowe 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University o£ Calitornia 

Berkeley, California 

Several authors have proposed the existence ot new particles 

aDd u • w resonances.1·S Along these lines we are studying the reaction& 

Bel + "o (la) 

He3 + 100 (lb) 

He'+ + - (lo) " + " 
p+cl-t 

He)+ 0 0 
(ld) " + " 

Il + "+ (2a) 

H3 t j (2b) 

u3 + n+ + 0 
(2o) n " 

where «l m87 be a particle or mass intermediate between that ot a n 

meson and a K meson.. Our first experiment consists ot meaeuring at · 

a t'ixed laboratory-sfStem angle or ll.'7 deg the u.3 momentum spectrum 

from 1.0 Bev/o to 1.6 Bev/o tor incident proton energies ranging from 

624 Ma'Y to '7 43 Mev IJ 

Figure 1 is a schematic drawing or the experimental arrange• 

ment. Protons extracted from the 184-inch cyclotron impinged upon a 

Y-shaped gaseous deuterium target operated at a pressure ot 320 psi 
3 

and at liquid-nitrogen temperature. He nuclei produced at an angle 

ot 11.7 ± 0.2 deg passed through the collimators c2· through c4 into 

* Work carried out under the auspices or the U. s. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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the magnet spectrometer and were detected by scintillation counters 

. sl through s, . Ql' an 8-inch triplet quadrupole magnet, focused the 

particlea initially at rl, and Q2 (a lens simllar to Ql) focused them 

finally at s3• The slit at r1 was 0.5-in. vide at tun proton energy 

of' 743 Mev and 2.0 in. at reduced proton energies, thereby yielding 

momentum bites of' ± 0.6% and ± 2.5%, respectively. 
' 
. 3 

Identification of' He was made by requirements of' momentum; 
.. I. .3 

time of' flight, range, and dE,dx in s
3

• For He momenta greater than 

1200 Mav/c, ~1s2s3s4s.J6!7 coincidences were required, whil~ below 

UOO ~v/o, s1s3s4~6~'1 were requir~d. The momentum interval between 

1100 and 1200 Mev/c was measured with both arrangements to check that 

the7 agreed. Backgrounds were measured by using ~ gas of the same 

• stopping povar as th8 D2 in the target. The backgrounds thus measured 

agreed with target-empty measurements when corrections were made f'or 

energy losses. At the run proton energy, the backgrounds were alway• 
less than 1% of' the maximum counting rates. However at reduced energiee 

they amounted to as much as 20% of the peak rate because the greater 

dimensions ot the incident proton beam due to scattering in the energy 

degrader increased the production or He3 in the valls of the target. 

Figure 2 shows the ne3 momentum spectra corrected tor energy 

loss and tor the change in momentum bite, A p, with momentum P.~ The 

assigned ~rrors are statistical and constitute the major part of the 

0 error. Each spectrum has a high-momentum peak due to single n 

production and a lower-momentum continuum associated with double meson 
. 0 

production. The solid curves drawn for the n peaks are the calculated 

momentum~solution fUnctions of the system, normalized to the area 

under the experimental points. 

For comparing the continua with theory, we have chosen a 

simnle nhase-snaee calculation.as a first annroximationa The exnresaion 
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used tor the phase-space volume element ¢
8 

is 

¢ = s 

UCHL-9.312 

(3} 

where ~ is the relativistically invariant three-body phase-space 
. 3 

volume 0 ~ and p3 are the total energy and momentum or the He , 

respectively, and t is the square of the total energy or the two pions 

1n their own c ~m. iD Un.i ts of the pion mass. The dashed curves dravn 

iD the continua s.:·e .these calculations fitted by the method or least 

squares to ·all of the experimental points. 

It is clear that these calculations alone cannot reproduce 

the peaks that occur in the continua. We have investigated some ot 

the conventional mechanisms for extending those oalcula tionsa for 

example, the effects or Bose statistics for the two pions, pion• 
3 

uuoleon interaction, and final-state wave function for the He nucleus. 

Our·crude calculations of these effects do not give quantitative 

agreement with the data. We have therefore attempted to fit only that 

part of the data outside the peaks with ¢ J the results are shown as 
8 

the solid curves in Fig. 2. In Fig. 31 A , the differences between 

the data and the solid curves of Fig. 2 have been plotted as a function 
3 . 

of He momentum. The curves are the calculated resolution functions 

tor a particle or a resonance or zero width and located according to 

kinematics for a mass or total energy of .310 Mev. Tho areas under 

the curves have been normalized to the areas under the points. 

Some caution must be exercised before firm conclusions are 

drawn about the rather broad observed peak at full -energy, as contrasted 

to the more narrow distribution expected. First, since the peak resides 

so close to the sharply changing edge of the continuumt the subtraction 

is sensitive to errors in momentum settir~s and the exact shaps of ¢ . . s 
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Second, the data have been lumped over many runo, so that errors in 

eettinga from run to run tend to smear out any narrow peaks~ We 

think that it is unlikely that these two possibilities are the entire 

explanations for the width observed. We therefore fitted the widths 

ot the peaks with a simple BreitJWigner one-level formula with 

experimental resolution folded in. The results ot these calculation& 

. gave, tor the natural line width, ~ = 10 :t 6 Mev. No definite con

clusion on the line width can be drawn at this time. 

Information on the isotopic spin assignments for the particle 

or resonance m47 be obtained from a study of Reactions (2a) 0 (2b), and 

(2c), which proceed via pare I =- I production. Figure 4 shows our 

attempts to measure these reactions at the highest proton energy. 

' . ' Because our spectrometer vas designed tor the He measurements, we 

had to degrade the HJ with Be to a momentum ot 800 tt.v/o.. The small 

number or points and the large errors assigned are resul te or the large 

backgrounds and low counting rates• Experimentally, we tir:d that the 

ratio or the oross sections or 2a/(2b + 2o) is about 2.3al. We expect 

from charge independence the same ratio tor the I = 1 part ot la/ (lb+ lo) 
. 3 . 

or la/peaks if the He peaks are I = l and the remainder ot the 

continuum is I = o. From our fits, we find the ratio la/peake to be 

1.9al. Thus, within the large errors involved, an I = 1 assignment 

tor the peak is possible. 

Upon the suggestion or Professor Chew we attempted to tit the 

fUll-energy He3 data with a combination ot an S-wave ( I = 0 ) ¢ and. 
I 8 

a P-wave ( I = 1· ·.) resonant ¢ p given by 

¢ = o ¢ (~ ) \F \2 
p 1 s t 'IT ' (4) 
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where ~ is the position of the resonance in units ot the meson mass 

and r is a pa.ra.nleter appearing 1n the expression . for the pion form 

factor r, ot Frazer and Fulco.3 We obtained reasonable agreement 

tor o
1 
~3, tr = S.O ± 0.2, and r = 1.0 to 2.0. These values of 

\• and r do not agree with those or Frazer and Fulco, who predict tr 

between 12 and 16 and f' = 0.4 in fitting the nucleon form factors and 

magnetic moments. 

·In concluding, ve can summariz.e the following 1 

· 1. the data _are inconsistent vith the relativistically invariant phase 

space assumed. The diecrepancy appears in the form or a narrow peak 

which kinematically behaves like a system with a mass or total energy 

ot ,310 ± 10 Mev • 'l'he natural line width or this system ie not more thaD 

about 16 Mev~. 

2. Plausible explanations of the line are the existence of a new neutral 

particle or a resonant tr - tr system.. The possible isotopic spin assign• 

menta are I = l or I = 0. The !? . data crudely support the I = 1 

assignment. 

'· Alternate explanations may be possible although we have not found 

any in quantitative agreement vith the data. Further experimental work, 

particularly on the ~ reactions, is clearly essential. Our present 

conclusions therefore must be regarded as tentative. 

A more complete discussion ot the experiment and any new 

results will be forthcoming shortly in a more extensive article. 

We would like to thank Professor Geoffrey Chew, Professor 

Kenneth Watson, and Professor Emilio Segr~ for several enlightening 

discussions or the experiment and the results • We -also \lieh to thank 

Ml". Morris Pripstein for his assistance during the early phases or the 

experime~t, and Mr. James Vale and the cyclotron crew tor their coopera-

tion. 
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Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 
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Figure Captions 

ExperiD~ntal arrangement~ 

3 He momentum spectra for various incident proton energies. 

(See text tor description ot curves.) Ordinate scale is 

correct to within a factor ot two. 

Fig. 3. Difference between He3 data and solid curves ot Fig. 2 tor 

various incident proton energies, (See text for description 

or curves). 

Fig • 4 • HJ mo~ntum spectrum tor incident proton energy ot '1 43 Mev. 

Ordinate scale.ie arbitrary. 
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